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STAPLE HILL PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Minutes of the meeting of the Full Governing Body held on Thursday 17 March 2016 at 

Staple Hill Primary School in the Staffroom at 6.00 pm 
 

No ITEM ACTION 

 Governors Present:  
 
Janine Jenkins, Tim Rawling, Peter Foss-Clark, Paula Nunn, Rebecca 
Westcott, Denise Knight, Shailen Nandy, Claire Taylor, Leigh Hammond, 
Eric Mutch 
  
Also in Attendance:  
 
Rebecca Philip (Clerk) 
 

 

1 16.06: Welcome & Apologies:  
 
Apologies were received from David James, Kay Mathias, John Smith, Claire 
Spencer, Bob Wood, Jamie Lee, Shafinaz Farook, and Arwa Said 
 
Governors accepted apologies. 
 

 

2 16.07: Pecuniary Interests: 
 
Governors expressed an interest in pay. Staff Governors interested in pay 
quality. 
 

 
 

3 16.08: Minutes of the Last Meeting: 
 
Minutes have been distributed.   
 
No8 - safeguarding - this needs changing.  Denise did come into school but 
Jamie is coming in to talk to Peter about what it is we do.  Reference to 
safeguarding follow up form to be taken out. 
 
Governor training – David has attended this but his name is not on the 
governor training record.  
 
On the basis of the above corrections, the minutes are agreed by Governors. 
 
Actions from previous minutes: 

1. Arwa has distributed the Staffing and Curriculum Minutes  
2. Able and Talented Policy and Equality and Duties report are not yet 

completed. 
3. Denise to follow up on safeguarding form and check safeguarding 

policy for “prevent duty” 
4. The Strategy for self harm looked at 
5. Tim has found out dates of Governor Induction Training 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Peter to 
complete 
Able and 
Talented 
Policy and 
Equality and 
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Denise to 
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form and 
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“prevent 
duty” 
 

4 16.09: Matters Arising: 
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DBS checks now required for Governors. Tim Rawling to collect Governors' 
DBS forms and original documents. 
 

5 16.10: Pupil Premium Report: 
 
Minimal report at present. At this stage in the year, this is not the best meeting 
to schedule reports. We do this 3 times a year and we're just at the end of this 
financial year and need spending plans agreed before 31 May. Not yet had full 
review of next year's provision. This is likely to stay the same but there may 
be slight changes. 
 
Peter summarised the purpose of the premium: 
 
The premium is aimed at assisting disadvantaged pupils. Schools are obliged 
to use this money to ensure there's no gap between pupils designated as 
disadvantaged and those who are not - and to account for this expenditure. 
Some schools use this to encourage healthiness and wellbeing, i.e. for funding 
breakfast club (which has been shown to assist learning), for uniforms (which 
helps to raise self-esteem where families cannot afford them), curriculum 
enrichment (i.e. free music tuition). 
 
We use it to help students by hiring TA's – which makes up a big proportion 
of our pupil premium expenditure. They help the classroom as a whole, and 
individuals learn in a stable environment.  
 
We use it for releasing the deputy Head a day a week for leadership time – 
which is crucial. She plans provisions, monitors and evaluates the TA's and is 
a huge help in general. In some schools, the Headteacher does this - but the 
Deputy undertaking this role is very beneficial to us as otherwise the overall 
management Peter can provide would be diluted from other things he needs to 
manage. 
 
We use it also for Reading Assistants across the school. Again these are very 
beneficial and add a lot of value to the learning process. Their hourly rate is 
less than a dinner lady's – HR wont let us increase this. It means they are very 
cost effective and they work hard assisting students.  
 
We have the “family link” scheme where 1.5 days a week are set aside to meet 
with parents. Workshops are provided and we hold attendance meetings with 
parents.  
 
Peter confirmed that we do well in helping disadvantaged students to catch up 
with their peers, but still need to narrow the gap at the beginning. We will be 
carrying on with the same uses for the money. We will also be looking at 
meta-cognition next year in helping students improve their learning skills. We 
will investigate the potential effectiveness and practicalities of using students 
to tutor each other - which can be beneficial to both students.  
 
Peter talked about the potential benefits of working on developing Growth 
mindsets. A discussion with Governors around this subject ensued. 
 
Governors asked how we monitor progress of students within this scheme. 
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Peter confirmed that this is done in different ways: in learning terms, such as 
by monitoring reading progress and assessed progression throughout the year; 
anecdotally (and recorded formally); by sitting and discussing progress with 
teachers; recording detailed reports; noting reducing incidences of behavioural 
problems; asking students themselves. So it is done academically and 
formally. Feedback from parents, whether negative or positive, affects 
whether we keep schemes running and also means we can tweak things on an 
individual basis. 
 
 

6 16.11: Reports from Finance & Buildings Committee: 
 
Claire could not attend so Tim will run through these: 
 
School Financial Value Standard returned on 31 March- no major changes. 
Governors are happy to sign off Financial Standard Report and give to Local 
Authority.  
 
Series of policies to be reviewed and some to be ratified this month.  
 
There were some minor updates to some questions in the report. Otherwise, 
governors agreed minutes. 
 

 

7 16.12: Report from Staffing and Curriculum Committee: 
 
Governors have received a copy of the minutes.  Tim gave an overview. More-
able and Talented Policy still deferred for further changes – not updated yet. 
 
 Governors agreed minutes. 
 

 

8 16.13: Headteacher Report 
 
Governors reviewed the report in the meeting and asked questions on a 
number of points. Peter reviewed: 
 
Governors asked whether the fewer numbers of children with an EHCP 
represented a change in school population or was due to it becoming harder to 
get support for the students. Peter confirmed it was the latter.  
 
Governors asked if attendance is dropping. Used to be in 95% region and now 
this is the benchmark. Attendance monitoring does get more rigorous each 
year. Broken programmes of learning is an issue (eg. if students miss day 4 of 
a 5 day programme). We are working on poor attendance and expect the 
attendance figure to go back up.  Chronic asthma is an issue. Arranging for 
parents to come in to discuss this is very helpful.  
 
Lateness – there seems to be a lot of students arriving after the bell which 
disrupts the classroom. This is being addressed through regular monitoring, 
leading to identification of persistent occurrences with particular children and 
then parent/carer individual meetings. 
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Currently 53 students are on Child Protection Concern List- none on the 
Protection Plan. May have concern with some students which isn't quite 
enough for a referral. If they needed to be on the plan, they would be. There 
may be issues that mean students are put on Concern List, but when 
investigated further and discussed with parents, it is resolved, or not enough of 
a concern to be referred. We deal with this on a case by case basis. Heightened 
awareness across schools of this.  
 
Pupil progress – Had the 4th meeting of the year today. The process is very 
informative. We are getting an overall picture of where students are and will 
get an individual picture of students and whether they're likely to meet their 
end of year goals. July's report should give the best idea of how students are 
doing with the curriculum. 
 
Governors discussed the Ofsted process and new inspection system which  has 
an emphasis on what learning looks like in the books. But inspectors often 
disagree on how to interpret evidence and reach judgements. 
 
Governors asked if Ofsted would come back this year. Peter confirmed there is 
a 3 year rule of thumb but technically could come back if anything was of 
great concern.  There is a different assessment framework this year. Hard to 
compare.  
 
Governors agreed that the section about Sandra was very touching. Lots of 
positive comments on this. Peter confirmed that we wanted to do her and all 
her contributions justice. 
 

9 16.14: Agree curriculum plans for next year: 
 
Still following National Curriculum. Governors agreed nothing else to 
comment on this.  
 

 
 
 

10 16.15: Review School Improvement Plan: 
 
Referred to sections in Headteacher Report. Plan to make school improvement 
work more rigorous and effective.  
 
Ofsted report had focused on the need for effectiveness of leadership around 
the school and acting more swiftly in marking feedback and making quick 
progress.  We are now much quicker to feedback from what we find from 
learning scrutinies. Information is fed back much more quickly. 
 
Subject leaders are being more demanding of colleagues when they want 
something to happen in the subject and are better organised, providing good 
training and workshops where required. Where there are gaps, people are 
quick to help. We have improved greatly in this respect. We have twice as 
many pp meetings and are looking closely at students' writing books. All this 
has meant that we have a better idea of what is needed to improve learning. 
 
Very supportive environment. Reporting to each other in Senior Leadership 
Team (SLT) 
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11 16.16: Benchmarking 
 
Covered in Business and Finance meeting. Roz has done some benchmarking 
on where school is. She uses data to compare schools in a similar context. 
Done automatically – looks at how much we spend in categories and plots us 
on a graph. On the whole, we are where we're expected to be. We spend a lot 
on TA's.  
 
Building is now very energy efficient. We spend very little compared to other 
schools.  
 
Discussed in SLT tonight – we know a lot more about the budget in terms of 
how much we spend/what money is best used for compared to previous years. 
This helps us fine tune next year's budget. 
 

 

12 16.17: Ratification of Policies: 
 
a Whistle-blowing: 
 
Ratified. 
 
b Governor Allowances: 
 
Ratified. 
 
c Pay: 
 
Hold off until discussed with Union Reps. 
 
d Health and Safety: 
 
Being re-written - hold off. 
 
e Write off & disposals – new: 
 
Being rewritten – hold off – Governor mentioned that section 12 has no 
reference to policies.  
 
f No smoking – new: 
 
Couple of extra sentences/few amendments required – hold off. 
 
g Governors Scheme of delegation - new: 
 
requires a couple checks Roz is still waiting on – hold off. 
 
 

 
 

13 16.18: Agree Staffing Structure: 
 
No proposals for changes. Agreed. 
 

 

14 16.19: Governor Training:  
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Governors have not had any yet.  
 
School visits - Denise due to come into school. Jamie Smith coming into 
school every Tuesday and Thursday.  Rebecca due to visit school.  
 

 
 
 
Rebecca to 
arrange with 
Peter 

15 16.20: Any Other Business: 
 
Leigh Hammond and Eric Mutch are not currently on any committees. Leigh 
to join Staff Curriculum Committee and Eric to join Finance and Business. 
 
Denise referred to the policies all having different fonts and sizes and asked if 
there could be a house style in place.  Peter will do his best on this.  
 
Denise discussed  the wording of the Safeguarding Policy as on the website.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
All Governors to return their DBS forms and original documents to Tim 
 
 
 
 
Meeting finished at 7:25pm. 
 
The next Full Governing Body Meeting will be held on Thursday 7 July 
2016 at 6.00 pm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Denise to  
email Roz 
about 
wording of 
safeguarding 
policy on 
website. 
 
Governors to 
give DBS 
documents to 
Tim 

 


